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The creatour® project as a learning laboratory: Reflections of a research team
Beyond a research project, cReatoUR® [mainland Portugal] was a true laboratory of methodological ex-
periences and joint learnings that challenged the necessity and the usefulness of developing evaluative 
reflection afterwards. This paper intends to provide an overview of some of the work done by the research 
team of DIn MIa’cet-Iscte in the cReatoUR® project and to present some reflections on this action-re-
search experience. Based on this work are several methodologies used throughout a collaborative process 
with promoters of the 40 creative tourism pilot initiatives developed under cReatoUR and that allowed 
to identify an array of challenges and opportunities which the future national network of creative tourism 
may face, as well as a first reflection on the possible impacts arising from these activities. Already with 
some temporal distance and after a difficult pandemic, these reflections seek to provide a more compre-
hensive and complementary glance at the results achieved, in particular in relation to the perspectives of 
sustainability and resilience of a future network of creative tourism, as well as the impacts of this niche 
offer in the respective territories.
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Constructing sustainable tourism strategies in rural territories – the role of creative tourism 
in southern Europe
The role of creative tourism assumes relevant differences in the development of urban and rural territo-
ries. In times of saturation of the growth model of large cities, climate change, and the covID-19 disease, 
new development dynamics in the tourism sector are needed. This scenario can be taken advantage of 
by rural territories, in new creative initiatives to attract investments and tourists, and offer sustainable 
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The transforming experience of hiking in Santa Maria, Azores
In creative tourism, we witness active and immersive experiences that value intangible resources. This 
modality involves both visitors/tourists and residents in the creation of tourist products. This paper is the 
result of qualitative research conducted between October 2019 and March 2020, through the semi-struc-
tured interviews with the Project Coordinator and the Tourism Councilor of Santa Maria and ten visi-
tor-participants, in addition to participant observation in organized walks during that period. The research 
aims to present and reflect on the project Hiking and Environment hand in hand, promoted by the Center 
for Pedestrianism and Environment of Gonçalo Velho, the Club of Friends and Defenders of Cultural and 
Natural Heritage, and Friends of the Azores on the island of Santa Maria. Its guidelines are hiking and 
fruition/interpretation of the cultural and natural heritage of Santa Maria. In conclusion, the practice of 
hiking with a guide, in Santa Maria, allows us to act in nature, integrating with the environment, and also 
develop ethical values, solidarity, conviviality, respect, and collective awareness. This experience, charac-
terized by the practice of sports (non-competitive), is culturally and creatively a factor of tourist attraction 
to Santa Maria for 2-3 days for Portuguese islanders and the mainland, as well as for other Europeans.
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